110V Infrared Remote Control

For the LVC-IV Low-Voltage Control Module

Section 1 - Connecting Infrared (IR) Eye with Remote Control to LVC-IV

1. Plug Optional IR Eye into mini plug input provided on LVC-IV.
2. IR Remote Control transmitter does not need to be "learned" by the LVC-IV. Simply point and operate.
3. Maximum IR Eye cable length is 42" (1 meter).

Section 2 - Battery Replacement for IR Remote Control

1. Slide off cover from the back of IR Remote Control.
2. Remove both CR2032 3-volt batteries and replace.
220V Infrared Remote Control
For the LVC-IV Low-Voltage Control Module

Section 1 - Connecting Infrared (IR) Eye with Remote Control to LVC-IV

1. Plug Optional IR Eye into mini plug input provided on LVC-IV.
2. IR Remote Control transmitter does not need to be "learned" by the LVC-IV. Simply point and operate.
3. Maximum IR Eye cable length is 42" (1 meter).

Section 2 - Battery Replacement for IR Remote Control

1. Slide off cover from the back of IR Remote Control.
2. Remove both CR2032 3-volt batteries and replace.